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Abstract
We exhibit a family of graphs which can be realized as pseudo-visibility graphs of pseudo-polygons, but not
of straight-line polygons. The example is based on the characterization of vertex-edge pseudo-visibility graphs
of O’Rourke and Streinu [Proc. ACM Symp. Comput. Geometry, Nice, France, 1997, pp. 119–128] and extends
a recent result of the author [Proc. ACM Symp. Comput. Geometry, Miami Beach, 1999, pp. 274–280] on non-
stretchable vertex-edge visibility graphs. We construct a pseudo-visibility graph for which there exists a unique
compatible vertex-edge visibility graph, which is then shown to be non-stretchable. The construction is then ex-
tended to an infinite family.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The visibility graph of a simple planar polygon has a node corresponding to each vertex of the polygon,
and an edge for each pair of vertices visible to each other. Two vertices are visible to each other if the
connecting line segment is nowhere exterior1 to the polygon. In particular, the visibility graph contains a
Hamiltonian cycle corresponding to the boundary of the polygon. An example is given in Fig. 1, where
the figure on the right should be interpreted as an abstract graph, independent of any embedding.
Characterizing visibility graphs is the problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for a
Hamiltonian graph (with a given Hamilton cycle) to be the visibility graph of some planar polygon. The
E-mail address: streinu@cs.smith.edu (I. Streinu).
1 For the purpose of this paper, nowhere exterior means that the segment is a side of the polygon or lies entirely inside it.
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196 I. Streinu / Computational Geometry 31 (2005) 195–206Fig. 1. A simple polygon, its embedded visibility graph and its abstract visibility graph.
problem has a distinguished history (Ghosh [7], Everett [5,6], Abello and Kumar [1]), but despite several
proposals of necessary conditions, none have been so far proven to be sufficient.
O’Rourke and Streinu introduced in [12] the approach of separating the combinatorial aspects of the
problem from questions of stretchability (realizability with straight-lines), known to be notoriously hard
for pseudo-line arrangements, cf. Mnëv [11] and Shor [14]. They have introduced two new concepts:
vertex-edge visibility graphs [13] and pseudo-visibility [12], and gave a combinatorial characterization of
vertex-edge pseudo-visibility graphs (for completeness, all the necessary definitions and results are given
in Section 2). However, it is not clear a priori that the new class is any larger than the class of straight-line
vertex-edge visibility graphs, since it is conceivable that all such graphs could be realized with straight
line edges (as it is the case, for instance, with the class of planar graphs, which indeed are all realizable in
the straight-line manner). In [15] a whole class of non-stretchable vertex-edge pseudo-visibility graphs is
exhibited, thus settling this question. Moreover, it is shown that the stretchability question can be decided
efficiently for a class of vertex-edge pseudo-visibility graphs which includes these examples.
But the original question is about visibility graphs, not vertex-edge visibility graphs. Since vertex-
edge pseudo-visibility graphs contain more information than pseudo-visibility graphs, it is possible to
have several vertex-edge pseudo-visibility graphs compatible with a given pseudo-visibility graph: some
may be stretchable, some not.
In this paper, we address the question: are there any pseudo-visibility graphs for which none of
the compatible vertex-edge pseudo-visibility graph is stretchable? The visibility graphs of the non-
stretchable pseudo-polygons from [15] are compatible with straight line polygons, so the same family
of examples does not work directly. Our main result is:
Theorem 1 (Main result). There exist non-stretchable pseudo-visibility graphs.
To prove this, we exhibit a slightly more involved example of a pseudo-polygon with the property
that its pseudo-visibility graph induces a unique vertex-edge visibility graph, which is then shown to be
non-stretchable. This implies a strict inclusion of the class of straight-line visibility graphs in the more
general class of pseudo-visibility graphs. The example is then extended to an infinite family.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give all the necessary definitions and previous
results on which the construction relies. Section 3 gives a proof of the main theorem, and Section 4
extends it to an infinite family of examples. We conclude with several related open questions.
2. Preliminaries
Abbreviations. We will abbreviate the prefix pseudo by p- (as in p-line for pseudo-line), vertex-edge
pseudo-visibility graph by ve-graph, pseudo-visibility graph by v-graph and pseudo configuration of
points by pcp. We use ccw for counter-clockwise.
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an abstract set of vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn}. The points, in this order, induce line segments si = pipi+1,2
i = 1, . . . , n which are the sides of a polygon, which in the abstract setting are mapped to edges E =
{e1, . . . , en}. Whenever no confusion will arise, we will simply use indices 1,2, . . . instead of p1,p2, . . .,
v1, v2, . . . etc. In giving the basic definitions, we distinguish between embedded and abstract objects
(points and segments versus vertices and edges), but later on, when no confusion arises, we refer to them
in either terminology. The visibility graph is a graph on the vertex set V , and the vertex-edge visibility
graph is a bipartite graph on V and E. Precise definitions are given in the sequel.
Pseudo line arrangements and configurations of points. An arrangement of pseudolines L is a collec-
tion of simple curves, each of which separates the plane, such that each pair of p-lines of L meet in
exactly one point, where they cross. Two points pi and pj on a pseudoline l ∈ L partition the curve (with
the points removed) into three one-dimensional pieces: the segment pipj and two infinite rays rij and
rji . rij ⊂ lij is the ray directed from pj not including pi . Throughout the paper we will work with the
closed segment and rays, denoted respectively as pipj , rij , rji .
A p-line arrangement subdivides the plane into vertices (crossing points of the p-lines), edges (seg-
ments and rays induced by the crossing points on each p-line) and 2-dimensional cells (regions). Their
incidences are captured in the face lattice. Two arrangements are isomorphic if they have the same face
lattice (maybe after a re-labeling of their elements). A p-line arrangement is stretchable or realizable if
it is isomorphic to a straight-line arrangement. It is well-known that there exist non-stretchable p-line
arrangements, and that deciding stretchability is NP-hard (Shor [14]), in fact as hard as the existential
theory of the reals (Mnëv [11]).
Pseudoline arrangements are topological representations of affine rank 3 oriented matroids, which in
turn are a combinatorial abstraction of line arrangements. See [2] for comprehensive references. There
is a well known duality between line arrangements and point configurations. Similarly, there is a dual
concept for pseudoline arrangements, upon which the theory of pseudo-visibility is being built: pseudo
point configurations (pcp).






pseudolines such that every pair of points pi and pj lie on exactly one pseudoline lij ∈ L, and
each pseudoline in L contains exactly two points of P . Then the pair (P,L) is a generalized or pseudo
configuration of points (pcp) in general position.





p-lines in a pcp contains in fact more information than the dual
arrangement of n p-lines. The precise concept needed for this duality is captured by the more restricted
and purely combinatorial concept of hyperline or local sequences [3,9]: the set of n circular sequences
of p-lines, one around each vertex. Once this information is given (and satisfies certain compatibility
properties, see [4]), it can be shown that a full pseudoline arrangement of lij ∈ L can always be found. In
this paper, we will use this observation, by displaying in the pictures of pseudo configurations of points
only the part that depends on the local sequences (e.g. see Fig. 2).
A pcp is in general position if each p-line lij contains no more than the two points pi and pj of the
configuration. In general, it is possible to have several points along the same p-line. Throughout this
paper we will work only under the general position assumption.
2 Throughout the paper all index arithmetic is mod n in the set {1,2, . . . , n}.
198 I. Streinu / Computational Geometry 31 (2005) 195–206Fig. 2. A stretchable pseudo configuration of points, its straight-line version and a non-stretchable pseudo configuration (the
“bad” pentagon). In this last example, to avoid cluttering the picture, not all the p-lines are drawn: any extension of this partial
configuration will inherit the property of being non-stretchable.
Fig. 3. A simple pseudo-polygon P = {1,2,3,4,5}.
A pcp is stretchable (or realizable) if its underlying p-line arrangement is stretchable, i.e., if it can be
realized as an ordinary set of points in the plane. The configuration on the left in Fig. 2 is stretchable, but
the one on the right is not.
Pseudo polygons. For 1 i  n, let si = pipi+1 be the segment determined by pi and pi+1 on the p-line
li,i+1 of a pcp. The segments si = pipi+1 form a simple pseudo-polygon if (1) the intersection of each
pair of segments adjacent in the cyclic ordering is the single point shared between them: si ∩ si+1 = pi+1,
for all i = 0,1, . . . , n − 1, and (2) nonadjacent segments do not intersect: si ∩ sj = ∅, for all j = i + 1.
By abuse of notation, we will use the same symbol P to denote a (pseudo) polygon, just like its
underlying ordered (pseudo) point set. A p-polygon is a simple closed Jordan curve and separates the
plane into two regions. We assume without loss of generality that the vertices of the p-polygon are
numbered in ccw order, i.e., that the interior of the polygon lies to the left as the boundary is traversed in
this order. See Fig. 3 for an example.
Pseudo visibility. Pseudo-visibility inside a p-polygon is determined by the underlying arrangement:
the lines-of-sight are along the p-lines in L. We say that vertex p sees vertex p ( or that (p ,p ) isi j i j
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p-polygon from Fig. 3 vertex p5 sees p1,p3 and p4 but does not see p2.
The vertex-vertex pseudo-visibility graph (v-graph) GV (P ) of a p-polygon is a labeled graph on the
vertex set V = {v1, . . . , vn}, and an arc between two vertices vi and vj whenever the corresponding
vertices of the pseudo polygon pi and pj form a visible pair. For the example in Fig. 3, the v-graph
consists of the edges between the following pairs of vertices: 12,23,34,45,51 (the Hamilton cycle) and
13,35 (interior visibility edges).
We will abbreviate GV (P ) as GV . Note that GV is Hamiltonian: the arcs corresponding to the polygon
boundary form a Hamiltonian circuit (v1, . . . , vn). Also note that since GV is labeled by the ordered set
V inheriting the order from the point set P , which we assumed was labeled in a ccw boundary traversal
order, the Hamiltonian circuit is provided by the labeling of the graph.
Witnesses and vertex-edge pseudo-visibility. To define vertex-edge pseudo-visibility we need to define
when a vertex sees an edge (side) of the polygon. While this is straightforward for straight-line polygons,
in the case of pseudo-polygons we have to base the definition only on the information contained in the
given p-line arrangement. The additional concept of a visibility witness is introduced for this purpose.
Remember that rij ⊂ lij is the ray directed from pj not including pi , closed at pj . We say that vertex
pj is a witness for the vertex-edge visible pair (pi, s) (and we say that pi sees edge s when such a witness
exists) if either:
1. pi is an endpoint of s, and so is pj (here we permit pj = pi); or
2. pi is not an endpoint of s, and
(a) pi sees pj ; and
(b) the ray rij intersects s at a point p, and
(c) either pj = p, or the segment pjp is nowhere exterior.
We will refer to the line lij in the above definition as the witness line. In the example from Fig. 3 vertex
p5 sees s5, s1, s3 and s4 but does not see s2. Vertex p3 is a witness for the pair (p5, s1).
If pj = p then the two edges adjacent to pj are both on one side or the other of the directed ray rij : if
they lie on the right-hand side, we say pj is a right witness, otherwise we call it a left witness. In all the
other cases, a witness is one of the endpoints of the visible edge s = pkpk+1, and it is called a left or a
right witness depending on whether it is pk+1 or pk . There are exactly two witnesses (left and right) for
each visible pair. With reference to Fig. 3, vertex p3 is a left witness and p1 is the right witness for the
visible pair (p5, s1).
As a side remark: these concepts can be defined in the purely abstract setting of affine oriented ma-
troids, for instance using the hyperline formalism of [4].
The vertex-edge pseudo-visibility graph GVE of a pseudo-polygon is a labeled bipartite graph with
node set V ∪ E, V = {v1, . . . , vn}, E = {e1, . . . , en} and an arc vi → ej between vi ∈ V and ej ∈ E
for each visible pair (pi, sj ). For example, the ve-graph for the p-polygon in Fig. 3 consists of the vis-
ible pairs (1,1), (2,2), (3,3), (4,4), (5,5), (1,5), (2,1), (3,2), (4,3), (5,4) (corresponding to visibility
3 Nowhere exterior means either interior to the polygon or touching the boundary, but having no point in common with the
(open) exterior of the polygon. The general position assumption guarantees that only the polygon edges have interior points in
common with the boundary of the polygon.
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(5,3).
Characterization of vertex-edge pseudo-visibility graphs. Let P(i, j) be the open boundary interval
containing all vertices and edges of P encountered in a ccw traversal of the boundary of P from vi to
vj . Similarly we define P [i, j), P(i, j ] and P [i, j ] to include one or both endpoints of the interval. The
following lemma has been proved in [12]. In this paper, we use it to argue in the proof of the Main
Theorem when certain vertices can or cannot be witnesses of visibility.
Lemma 2. If vk sees non-adjacent edges ei and ej and no edge between, vk ∈ P [j + 1, i], then exactly
one of case (A) or (B) holds:
(A) vk sees vi+1 but not vj . Moreover:
1. vi+1 is the right-witness for (vk, ej ).
2. vi+1 sees ej but vj does not see ei .
(B) vk sees vj but not vi+1. Moreover:
1. vj is the left-witness for (vk, ei).
2. vj sees ei but vi+1 does not see ej .
One more concept needed is that of a pocket. If vi sees ej and vr and vl are the right and left witnesses
respectively, then P [i, r) and P(l, i] are the right and left near pockets, and P(r, j ] and P [j + 1, l) are
the right and left far pockets of the visible pair (vi, ej ), respectively. In Fig. 3, the visible pair (v1, e4)
is witnessed from the right by vertex r = 3 and from the left by l = 5, inducing the right near pocket
P [1,3) = {v1, e1, v2, e2}, right far pocket P(3,4] = {e4, v4}, left near pocket P(5,1] = {e5, v1} and left
far pocket P [5,5) = ∅.
The following lemma has been proved in [12].
Lemma 3. If vi sees ej and vr and vl are the right and left witnesses respectively, then
1. no vertex in the right near pocket sees an edge in the right far pocket;
2. no vertex in the right far pocket sees an edge in the right near pocket.
Symmetric claims hold for the left pockets.
Lemma 4. If vi sees ej and vr and vl are the right and left witnesses respectively, then vr is an articulation
point of the subgraph of GVE induced on the subset P [i, j ], and symmetrically vl is an articulation point
of the subgraph induced on the subset P [j + 1, i].
It has been shown in [12] that the following properties provide a complete characterization of vertex-
edge pseudo-visibility graphs.
Theorem 5. A bipartite graph GVE on ordered sets V and E of the same size n and with vi → ei , vi →
e ,∀i is the vertex-edge visibility graph of a pseudo-polygon P iff it satisfies the following properties:i−1
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them, then exactly one of these holds:
(A) (vi+1, ej ) ∈ GVE, or
(B) (vj , ei) ∈ GVE.
2. In the two cases above, additionally:
(A) vi+1 is an articulation point of the subgraph of GVE induced on the subset P [k, j ].
(B) vj is an articulation point of the subgraph of GVE induced on the subset P [j + 1, k].
In [12] it has also been shown that the combinatorial information captured by a ve-graph is strictly
richer than what is captured by the v-graph: from a ve-graph of a p-polygon one can always infer the
underlying v-graph. In the abstract setting, a bipartite graph GVE satisfying the conditions in Theorem 5
induces a unique graph GV , called its compatible v-graph. For a given v-graph, one might find more than
one ve-graph compatible with (inducing) it.
We will use these properties to show the existence of non-stretchable v-graphs.
3. Main result: a non-stretchable pseudo-visibility graph
We now turn to stretchability questions and the proof of Theorem 1. Our goal is to exhibit an example
of a graph which is the v-graph of some p-polygon but not the v-graph of any straight-line polygon. The
proof strategy is to produce an example of a graph GV which is a pseudo v-graph, and for which the
following two properties hold.
Lemma 6. There exists only one ve-graph GVE compatible with the v-graph GV .
Lemma 7. Any p-polygon compatible with the ve-graph GVE is necessarily constructed on top of a pcp
containing a non-stretchable substructure. Hence GVE is not stretchable.
The Main Theorem 1 follows then as a corollary: GV can be embedded only on non-stretchable pseudo
point configurations.
The basis of our construction comes from a classical example, the so-called non-realizable or bad
pentagon from Fig. 2 (see [10]), on which we place a pseudo-polygon as in Fig. 4. The five central points
1,3,5,7,9 are pairwise connected by 10 pseudo-lines. These pseudo-lines are forced to cross in such
a way as to allow the placement of the other five exterior points in the way shown in the picture. This
substructure is called the bad pentagon. So far it is not a full pcp, since not all the connecting p-lines
have been defined. It has been shown in [8] that the bad pentagon cannot be realized with straight-lines.
The extra pseudo-lines connecting all pairs of points can be drawn in several ways (yielding different
pcp’s), but since each contains the bad pentagon, it cannot be stretched. If we place a pseudo-polygon
on top of any of these pseudo point configurations containing the bad pentagon, as in Fig. 4, we get an
example of a non-stretchable pseudo-polygon. No matter how the other pseudo-lines in the configuration
meet, the basic internal structure remains the same: they all have the same vertex-edge visibility graph
from Fig. 4. Also, any pseudo-polygon with this ve-graph has to contain the non-realizable pentagon as
an underlying subarrangement of its configuration of points. It follows that the bipartite graph in Fig. 4
is a non-stretchable ve-graph.
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bipartite graph representation) and its v-graph. To avoid presenting too cluttered a picture, the ve-graph edges are shown split
into two subsets, corresponding to visibilities from odd, resp. even numbered vertices.
Fig. 5. Exponentially many ve-graphs compatible with a given v-graph.
We now extend these ideas to v-graphs to produce a non-stretchable pseudo v-graph. We would like
to get a v-graph with only one compatible ve-graph, the non-realizable one induced by the bad pentagon.
But unfortunately this v-graph (shown in Fig. 4) has both non-realizable and realizable compatible ve-
graphs, as the reader can easily verify.
So we’ll have to work harder to get our example. Notice that in general a v-graph can have many
compatible ve-graphs.
Lemma 8. There exists a v-graph on n vertices with exponentially many compatible ve-graphs.
Proof. See the example in Fig. 5: if we flip the top spikes of the polygon so that the v-graph stays the
same, the ve-graph changes at each flip. The total number of compatible ve-graphs is O((21/3)n). 
The idea for obtaining a non-stretchable v-graph GV is to break the symmetry which makes such flips
possible in the “bad pentagon” example, thus forcing the v-graph to have only one ve-graph. This ve-
graph should lead to a structure containing the non-stretchable pentagon. The construction of GV is based
on the left gadget in Fig. 6. The gadget is repeated at each of the five exterior vertices of the pentagon.
The thick solid edges represent the common part of the v-graph, corresponding to the central mutually
visible five vertices of the non-realizable pentagon. The thin solid and the thin dashed edges on the top
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are the actual gadget. The two dashed edges are the symmetry breakers. The graph GV , with 20 vertices
and 65 edges, is shown in the middle picture of Fig. 6.
Let’s prove now Lemma 6: there is only one compatible ve-graph for this v-graph GV .
Proof of Lemma 6. The argument is based on the properties of ve-graphs listed in the Preliminaries.
Let’s denote the relevant vertices of the gadget as in Fig. 6: v1, v2, b2,w2, t,w1 and b1. Then since v1
sees w2, v1 sees b1 and no other vertex between these two (in the ccw order induced by the boundary
of the polygon), it follows that in any ve-graph inducing GV , either b1 or w2 is an articulation point
(witness) for the far pocket containing t , when visibility from v1 is considered. But it cannot be w2, since
b2 sees t . Otherwise we would get a contradiction of the articulation point property of ve-graphs for b2
in the near pocket, t in the far pocket, with articulation point w2 and visibility from v1. So it follows
that b1 has to be the articulation point for the far pocket containing t , with visibility from v1. But then it
follows that w2 is the right witness of visibility for v1 → (w2, t). The pseudo-line through v1b1 extends
to intersect the edge w2t (as in Fig. 6), and hence also b2t . A similar argument holds for the pseudo-line
through v2b2, which has to cross the edge tw1 and hence tb1. In this case we carry out a similar argument
for the consecutive pair of vertices b2,w1 visible from v2. 
Proof of Lemma 7. The picture on the right in Fig. 6 shows that in order to embed GV on a pseudo
configuration of points, the p-lines through the pairs of points b1v1 and b2v2 (the dashed p-lines drawn
on top of the edges of the gadget) must meet as shown in the picture, with the vertex t forced to be on a
certain side. When we repeat this for each gadget, we induce the bad pentagon. 
This completes the non-stretchable v-graph example and concludes the proof of our Main Theorem 1.
4. Many examples of non-stretchable pseudo-visibility graphs
In this section we extend the previous example to an infinite family.
Theorem 9. There exists an infinite family (G ) of non-stretchable v-graphs G on n vertices.n n∈N n
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non-realizable n-gons, as follows. If 1,2, . . . , n are the vertices of a convex n-gon (numbered modulo n)
listed in ccw order, and if a, k > 0 and a + 2k < n, then it is impossible that in a straight-line realization,
the diagonals (or edges) i, i + a and the parallel diagonals (or edges) i − k, i + a + k intersect on the
side of the points i + a and i + a + k for all i.
We will make use of this family of examples for arbitrary a and k = 1, a + 2 < n. This provides an
infinite class of non-realizable pseudo point configurations. If we take any one of them and place n extra
points, one in each wedge created by the intersecting sides i, i + a, i − k, i + a + k, then we get a family
of non-stretchable pseudo point configurations. Place a pseudo-polygon on each of them, just as we did
previously for the pentagon. Its ve-graph forces the non-realizable polygon to be part of any embedding
of the ve-graph.
A similar argument, combining this infinite family of non-realizable polygons with the gadget from
the non-realizable v-graph construction, yields an infinite family of examples of non-stretchable v-
graphs. 
Remark. In [15] we extended this family of non-stretchable p-polygons to a class called star-like pseudo-
polygons, which includes both stretchable and non-stretchable instances, and show that their stretchability
can be decided in linear time. We have also mentioned there that the star-like family can be slightly
extended while preserving the easy decidability property. This can be done using the gadget described
in this section for each spike of a star-like p-polygon. This slightly more general family induces pseudo
v-graphs having unique compatible ve-graphs whose stretchable character is decided by the procedure
for the star-like family applied to a sub-polygon. We skip the details, as they are straightforward once the
definitions in [15] and the construction in the present paper are put together.
5. Conclusion
We have shown that the class of pseudo v-graphs is strictly larger than the class of straight-line v-
graphs. This result, together with the main characterization from [12], yields a number of open problems
for further research. Solving the main problem which motivated our research (visibility graph character-
ization and recognition) seems to require that these questions be first settled.
1. Stretchability of standard polygons. It is conceivable that a ve-graph GVE has a realization as a
straight-line polygon, but the canonical pseudo-polygon (associated in the proof of the Main Theo-
rem in [12] to any GVE) is not. We conjecture that if there exists a stretchable realization of a pseudo
ve-graph, then the canonical one is stretchable, too. Prove or disprove this conjecture.
2. Stretchability of the canonical pseudo point configuration associated with a ve-graph. The class of
acyclic uniform rank 3 oriented matroids produced by the proof of the Main Theorem in [12] is
smaller (although we do not know whether asymptotically smaller) than the total class of rank 3
acyclic uniform oriented matroids. Even if they are not all stretchable it is conceivable that their
stretchability properties may be easier to decide. Either this is the case, or problem 3 listed below is
true. Right now we do not have enough evidence to formulate a conjecture, so we list them both as
open problems.
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nition problem for straight-line ve-graphs is as hard as the stretchability problem for pseudo point
configurations (or, pseudo-line arrangements). An open problem would then be to show that this is
indeed the case. Shor [14] has shown that the stretchability of pseudo-line arrangements is NP-hard
and Mnëv [11] showed that it is as hard as the existential theory of the reals. Does the same result
hold for pseudo ve-graphs?
4. Recognition problem for pseudo v-graphs. Our results suggest that the recognition problem for
pseudo v-graphs (which is in NP, cf. [12]) may be much easier than the corresponding one for
straight-line v-graphs (known only to be in PSPACE, cf. [5]). However this is not the end of the
story, since it is still conceivable that the recognition problem for pseudo v-graphs is in fact in P . Al-
though a given v-graph may have exponentially many ve-graphs compatible with it (as shown in this
paper, Lemma 8), we only need to reconstruct one (and verify in polynomial time that it is an abstract
ve-graph) in order to solve the recognition problem. We conjecture a polynomial time procedure for
pseudo v-graph recognition.
5. Removing the general position assumption. The characterization of pseudo-visibility graphs in [12]
is done under the general position assumption. To complete this line of research, an understanding of
pseudo-visibility graphs for special positions of vertices (allowing co-linearities) is needed.
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